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Ahstract
i':verett wanted a formulation of quantum mt'chanic~ that (I) took thc
linear dynamic~ to he a complete and accurate description of the timet'volution of all physical system~ and (ii) logically entailed the same
~uhJectiveappe;irance~predicted hy the !'tandard formulation of quantum
Ilk'ch;ulic..- While mo..t cvl'ryonc would agree with this description of
.-\erl:tt'~ prn;l'ct. there is little agreement on e:<actlyhow his relative-~tate
f.)nnul;ition W;i~supposed t() work. In thi~ paper, I cnn~ider two very different rcadlng~of Everett: the bare reading and the ~plitting-worlds reading.
What distin~ul~hes these is their interpretation of the wave function and
linw one accounts for the cxperience~ ()f oh~erver~. The difficulty in int(~rpreting Everett. however. is illu!'trated by the fact that neither reading
I~ entirely compatihle with hi~ own de~crirtion of hi~ project.

I
f:vcrcll provided two c~lcnded descriptions of hi~ rclative-~tale forI1lul;tllOn of tJ".anlum m~chanic~, and in both case!i he ~tarted with a
dc\Cription of the standard yon Neumann formulation. I Everett believed
that there ~'cre phy~ical situations in which yon Neumann's formulation
f.liled to make coherent predictions, but he also wanted to present his own
f(lnnulation a~ a ~implificd and more general version of yon Neumann'~.
Thl' ~taJ,dard\Ion Neumann formulation of tJuantum mcchaJlic!i then is a
natural place 10 begin a discussion of Everelt'~.
Yon Neum.anndescribed "two fundamentally different type~ of intervl."ntions whi~h can occur in a system S" (1955, 351). The first type,
Proce~~ I. i~ characterized hy "the arbitrary changes by measurements"
~herc the 'late of the ~y~tembeing mea~uredin!itantaneously jumps into
"" ."."".,
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an eigenstate of the measured observable (a state in which the observed
property of the system has a detemlini'te value). Process I is random, discontinuou~, and nonlinear. The second typ~ of intervention, Process 2, is
characterized by "thc automatic I.:hangesthat occur with the passage of
time" where the state of a system smoothly cvolves in a way detennined
by its energy properties. Process 2 is detenninistil', continuous, and linear.
On von Neumann's fonnulation of quantum mechanil.:s then the timeevolution of every physical system is lincar unless it is being measured,
and when it is measuredthe state of the systcmjumps, inst.intaneously and
nonlinearly, into one of the cigenstates of the ohscrvable being measured.~
In order to see how this work~, consider an x-spin measurement of a
spin-1/2 system .S'(the x-spin of a spin-I 12 system IS always measured to
be either "up" or "down"), Suppose that M is a perfect x-spin measuring
device in that when S is in an eigenstiile of l-spin, the po~ition of M's
pointer ends up perfectly correlated to the .(-spin of S without disturbi!1g
it: If M begins in a state where it is ready to make a measurement I r)M
and S begins in an x-spin up eigenstate I T)s. then the composite system
M + S will end up in a state where M reports that its result was x-spin up
and S is undisturbed I r)M I T)5: and if M begins in a state \A,'hereit is ready
to make a measurement I r)M and .S'begins in an x-spin down eigenstate
I J.)5' then the composite system M + S will end up in a state where M
reports that its result was x-spin down and S is undisturbed I !)M I J.).5' So
what happens when M measures the \"-spin of a system S that is not
initially in an eigenstate of ,(-spin'! Suppose It, + .S'is initially in the st.ile
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If we supposethat interacting with M counts as a mea.~urement of S, then
the standard theory tells us that S will instantaneously jump to either I f)5
or I t).5' each with probability 1/2. Then, since it is a good measuring
device, M's pointer will become correlated with the x-spin of S, so there
is an e~al chance here of the final state being I f)M I f)5 and being
I J.)M I t )5' which is (apparently) just what we find whenever we perform
this experiment.
It is important to be clear about the role that the collapse dynamics
plays in the standard formulation of quantum mechanics. If there were no
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.:ollap~e of the 'lalc upon measurement, lhen it would follow from the
lInear dynamic, and the propenies of M that the final ~tate would be

.fz

f/Al

)s+ t>M'.J.)s).

(2)

But the standard interpretation of states, the eigenstate-eigenvalue link,
lell~ us that a ~y"tem deten-ninately has some physical propeny if and only
If II is in an eigenstate of having the propeny. Likewise, the system determinately doe~ not have the propeny if and only if it is in an eigenstate of
not having the propeny.1 Since (2) is not an eigenstate of M recording
"up" and it i\ not an eigen~tate of M recording "down," on the "tandard
Intcrpretalion of ~tates,it is a state where M has no deten-ninaterecord of
It~ result iJnd thu~ makes no detern1inaterepon. Hence, the iJrgumentgoes,
(2) cannot ht: the p<)~t-mea~urement
state ~ince we do in fact get detern1iniJle resull~ of one son or the other to such measurements;rather. it must
he thiJt the po~t-measurernentstate is actuiJlly an ei~t'n.ftatt' of recording a
deten-ninate rc~ult. either I f)M I f)5 or I J.)MI 1),'i)' which n1eansthat
there mu~t have been a nonlinear collapse of the state some~'here over the
I:our~e of the measurement. So while the linear dynamil:s (Process 2)
accounts for the wave-like behavior of quantum-mechanical sy~tems. it is
the nonlinear collapse dynamics (Proces~ I) that accounts for the fact that
we (apparently) never find a system in a superpo~ition of eigen~tates of
the observable that we measure.
The nonlinear dynamic~ also accounts for the results of repeat meaSllrl'mcnt~. We know from experience that if .S'is undisturbed between
11IC~I~urcmc:nl~.
Ihc:n thl' re~ult of a ~econd .t-spin measurelnenl of Swill
I,'ith ('ertmll(v give the same re~ult a~ the first The rC~lson,according to
von Neumann'~ fon-nulation, is that the first measurement causes the
object system to collapse to one or the other of the two x-spin eigen~tates,
'0 if it is undisturbed, then it will still be in that eigenstate when it is
measured a second time. If M + S were in the state I f)M I f)s after the first
measuremcnt, then M would get "down" for its second result, and this is
simply because M is a good measuring device, so its pointer would
become correlated with the .t-spin of S, which is no~' either detern1inateIy up or detern1inately down.
Finally. the nonlinear dynamics also accounts for the observed
relative frequencies of results. We know from experience that most likely
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about half of M's results would be "up" if it made a series of .r-spin measurements on systems prepared like ,5above. The reason,according to von
Neumann'~ formulation, i~ that in each ca...ethere would be a probability
of J/2 that at ~ome point in the measurementproces~a nonlinear collapse
would occur that caused the composite system to end up in an eigenstate
of recording the result "up" for that measurement.
While the nonlinear dynamics plays an important role in the explanations provided by the standard theory, it al~o leads to problems. Yon
Neumann conceded that having mutually incompatible dynamical laws in
the same theory was at lea...tcounterintuitive:
one should expect that [the linear dynamlc!i (Process 2)1 would !iuflice to
describe the intervention cau!ied by a mca!iuremenl: Indeed, a physi~al inlerventiClncan be nClthingelse than Ihe tcm('CIrary insertion of a certain energy
coupling into the observed ~ystem . . . lin which case, Prcx:ess 2 would
descrihe the lime-cvolulion Clflhe ~ompo~ilc ~y~teml (195S, 352).

So where does the nonlinear collapse dynamics come from'! Here we get
the firsl glimmer of the quanlum mea~uremcntproblem. As von Ncumann
put it, "we have then an~wercd the question a~ to what happens in the
measurement of a quantity. To be sure, the 'how' remains as unexplained
as before" (1955, 217). But while von Neumann exprc~sed hi~ -'Cnseof
mystery at the prospect, he nonethelessultimately believed that Process I
and Proces~2 could peacefully live togethcr in lhe ~amelheory.
Everett, however, did not like the standard formulation of quantum
mechanic~ with its two, mutually incompatible, dynamical laws, Everett
complained that "Not all conccivablc situali(m~ lil the framework of [von
Neumann's) mathcmalical formulation" (I ~57, .115).In particular, ht: was
worried about how one would apply the slandard fonnulalion to systems
containing mea...uringdevices, systemslike the univcr~ itself, When should
one use the nonlinear dynamics? Whenever a measurement is made. Bul
when is a measurementmade'?The standard formulalion provides neither
necessary nor !iufficient conditions. Moreover, as von Neumann himself
had already suggested, one would expect that if the linear dynamics correctly described every other sort of interaction, then it would also suffice
to describe measurement interactions. One would expect then that every
physical system, even a system containing a measuring device, would always obey the linear dynamics (Procc~s 2), And this is just what Everett
proposed,
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Everell propo!ieddropping Procc!isI from the ,tandardfonnulation
of quantum mechanic!iand taking the resultanttheory as complete and
accurate:
This paper proposesto regardpure wave mechanics(Process2 only) as a
completetheory.It postulatesthat a wave function that obeysa linear wave
equalion everywhereand al all times supplies a complele mathematical
ml)(jel for every isolatedphysicalsyslemwilhout exception(1957. 316).
And he intended to deducethe standardfonnulation of quantum mechanics
from this new, more general fonnulation:
'll1e aim is not to deny or contradict the conventional formulation of quantum
theory. . . but rather to supply a new, more general and complete formulation. from which the conventional interpretation can be dt'duced ( 1957, 315).

While Everett'sproposalmight look perfectlystraightforward,it turnsout
that it is not at all clear what he had in mind.
As RichardHealeyoncedescribedthe problem,Everett'sinterpretalion itself standsin needof interpretation(1984,539). It is not my aim to
argue for a particular interpretation of Everett or to systematically
evaluatethe severalmutually incompatibleways of readingEverett that
havebeenproposed.Rather,I will describetwo very different readingsin
order to illustrate at leasl someof what is at stakein readingEverettand
why finding an entirely satisfactoryinterpretationis difficulr; I will refer
to rheseas the bare readingand the splilling-worlds reading.It will turn
out rharneitherof theseis entirely consistentwirh Everett'sown descriplion of his project.

II
The splitting-worlds readingis perhapsthe most popular readingof
Everett It postulatesthe existenceof a different world correspondingto
each term in the quantum-mechanicalSl.1tewhen written in a specified
preferredbasis.Each world is then taken to have the stateexpressedby
the correspondingterm. Here the standardinterpretationof statesapplies
to the local stateof eachworld, but the global stateis interpreteddifferently-given the preferred basis, the global state tells us how many
worlds there are and what their local statesare.4The preferredbasis is
~upposcdto be suchthat every observerin eachworld always gets a de-
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terminate measurement re...ult, always hils iI dcterllll/1i1te record of hi..

t"

perience.~

I take the splitting-worlds reading to be DeWitt's reading of Everett
As DeWitt under~tands it, Everett'~ interpretation is "one of the mo,'
bizarre and at the same time one of the most straightforward interpret"

tions of quantummechanicsthat hasever beenput forward" (1971, 1() 7
According to DeWitt, Everett's interpretation entails that "our univer"
mu\t be viewed as constantly splitting into a stupcndou~number
(i'

branches, all resulting from the measurement-like interactions between II.
myriads of components," He grants that "the idea of 10100+slightl'
different copies of oneself all constantly splitting l/1tO further copic~.
which ultimately become unrecognizable, is hard to reconcile with tll,
testimony of our senses"; that i~, until we realize that "the laws of quail
turn mechanics do not alloh' us to feel ourse/~'e,f.fplir" (1971, 178-9). Onc
of the primary advantages of Everett's interpretation, we are told, is th;11
it allows "a return to naive realism and the old-fashioned idea that thcrt.'
can be a direct correspondence between formalism and reality, , . , n,!
~ymbol~ of quantum mechanic~ represent reality just a.'imuch a~ do tho~,
of classical mechanics" (1971,168). What DeWitt apparentl~'ha~ in min,'
here is a correspondence between the tenns in an expansion of the Wa\l'
function of the universe with respect to the preferred basis, "the ~ymboJ,
of quantum mechanics," and actual worlds, "reality,"
In the Preface to their Everett anthology, DeWitt and Graham clain]
that Everett's formulation of quantum mechanics
assertsthat it makes senseto talk about a state vector for the whole universe
1nls state vector never collapse!;. ami hcnle rcality as a whole is rigorou\ly
dctcrministic, This reality, which IS described jointl)' by the dynami.;al
variables and the state vector. is not the reality we customarily think of, hUI
is a reality composed of many wllrlds, By virtue of the tcmpl)ral dcvelopmcrli
of the dynamical variablcs the state vector decompl)scs naturally into or
thogonal vectors, reflecting a continual splitting of the universe Into "
multitude of mutually unohservablc but cqually real worlds. in ca.;h of whl..:11
every good measurement has yielded a definite result and in mosl of whi.;J.
lhc familiar slatistical quanlum laws hold (Dc Witt and Graham 1973. v),

Indeed. Everett apparently took some sort of branching process seriously
On the assumption lhat his readers would want an explanation of why they
do not feel themselves"split." Everett compared his font1ulation of quantum
mechanics to the Copernican theory.
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From thc vlewp<)int of the the(>ry all elemenl~ of a SUperposilion (all
"branche!i") are "actual," none any more "rear' than lhe rest. Il is unnecessary lo ~upp<)selhal all but one are somehow destroyed, since alllhe separate
elements of a superposition individually obey (lhe linear dynamics) with
complete indifference to lhe presence or absence ("actuality" or not) of any
orner elements. This total lack of effect of one branch on another also implies
thal no oh~erver will ever be aware of any "splitting" process.6
Arguments that the world picture presented by this theory is contradicled by
experience, hecause wc are unaware of any branching processes,are like the
criticism of lhe Copernican lhcory that the mobility of the earth a.~a real
physIcal fact is incompatible with the common-sen~ interpretation of nature
hecau~ wc feel no such motion. In both cases the argument fails when it is
~hown thOltthe lhcory itself predicts lhat our ,~x.pericnccwill be what il in fact
1~(1957, :\20-321 footnote),

One might wonder why Everett would have thOllght that such an explanation was l1ece~s;lry if he were not pcr~onally committed to some
genuine. ontological splitting of the world over time. On the other hand.
one might wonder why he would use scare quotes throughout if he were
~Ocommitted. In any case. there is evidence that Wheeler. with whom
Everett worked closely in developing his formulation of quantum
mechanic~. accepted something akin to the splitting-worlds reading!

III

The ~plilting-world!ireadingis not universallyaccepteda.'ithe right
readingof f:\'erett. Dcll, for example,believed that DeWitt and Everett
may have h..d somethingvery different in mind (Bell 1987, 137-138).
Along these Imes, Lockwood arguesthat "one widespreadmisconceplion--encour"ged by sloppy popular exposilion-is that, on the Everett
view, the observer somehow ~plits the entire universe simply by
n~a!iuring a quantumsystem"(1989, 225). According to I~ockwood,the
e~~entiala!ipectof Everett's fonnuJationi~ that there is no collapse or
reductionof Ihe wave function, and he takesthis to be logically incompatible with the claim that the universe,or anything else, actually splits
when an observationoccurs (this Ia.'itclaim is somethingthat we will
return to later). Any talk of "'dividing' or 'splitting', in the relative-state
view, is essentiallya metaphorfor going into a ~uperposition;or more
~pecifically,for going into a macroscopicsuperposition"(1989, 227).
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This denial that anything at all splits when an observation occu~
suggests a one-world reading of Everett. The one-world reading we will
consider here is what Albert has called the "bare" theory (1992,
116-125).8 According to the bare theory, the time-evolution of the
physical world is always correctly described by the linear dynamics and
the standard interpretation of states is taken to be true. In other words, the
bare theory is simply the standard formulation of quantum mechanics
dropping the collapse postulate but keeping the standard interpretation of
states. There is only one world, and because the linear dynamics is
assumed to be true, it is usually in a complicated superposition of eigenstates of the observables that interest us.
The bare reading is suggested by Everett's Initial description of his
project. He claimed that his goal was to regard "pure wave mechanics"
(the standard theory withollt the collap~e dynamics) as a complete
physical theory and then to deduce the "conventional interpr~lation." But
since the linear dynamics will never by it~elf generate a nonlinear
evolution no matter how complicated a system is, it is clearly impossible
to deduce the standard formulation of quantum mechanics from pure wave
mechanics, so this cannot be what he meant. Indeed, Everett explicitly
argued that since his theory contained only the linear dynamics "nothing
resembling [a formal collapse (process I») can take place" (1973, 60). In
order to clarify what he meant when he claimed that he would deduce the
conventional interpretation from his formulation, he said that he would
deduce lhe probabilislic asserlions of PrI1CeS!;
I a!; .\"uhjectiveappearanceslo
. . observers. thus placing the theory in corrcsp<mdencewith expcrience. We
arc lhcn led lo the nl)Vel !;Ilualion in whl~h lhc formal thcory is objeclively
continuous and causal. while subjeclivcly discontinuous and probabilistic
(1973.9).
Given this fonnulation of the project, one might expect Everett to say
something about the relationship hctween an observer's physical state and
his experience. and he docs. Everett claime.d thilt "il!; models for ob!;e.rvers
we can, if we wish, consider automatically functioning machines, possessing sensory apparatus and coupled to recording devices capable of
registering past sensory data and machine configurations" (1957, 318) and
he claimed that "in order to make deductions about the subjective e~perience of an observer it is sufficient to examine the contents of the [observer's
physical]

memory"

(1973, 64). He even gave a very quick dispositional
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argun1entfor believing that mental ~tate!icould be understood in tenns of
physical ~tale~:
For soch machines we are justified in using such phrasesas "the machine has
perceived A" or "the machine IS aware of A" if the occurrence of A is represented in the memory. since the future behavior of the machine will be based
upon the occurrence of A ( 197.1,64).

On Evcrett'!; model. then, a' good observer i!' a machine: a measuring
device with a physical memory to record the re!'ults of its measurement!',
And just like any other physical system, the time-evolutlon of an
ubserver'... phy!'ical ...tateis taken as completely and accurately described
hy the linear dynamics.
H i!' di...l'us~ionof the relationship between phy~ical and mental states
allowed Evcrett a final refinement of hi...project:
Our pmhlcm is. then. to trcat the intcractions of !iuch ohserver-sY!itemswith
othcr physical ~ystems (ob~crvation\). within the framcwork of wave
me~hanl~!i. and to deduce the rcsulting memory configurations. which we
~an then interpret as thc subjectivc cx()Cricnccs of the obscrvers (1973.65).

In other words, his project was to take the linear dynamics to be a complete and accurate de~ription of the time-evolution of every physical
system without exception, then deduce, in tenns of the physical memory
configurations of an observer, the same subjective appearancespredicted
by the standard fonnulation of quantum mechanic~ with the collap~e
postulate.
Had Everett ~ucceeded, he would have accomplished something
quite remarkable. If one could ~how that the standard th«."oryof quantum
mechanic~ ~.jthout the collapse postulate makes exactly the same
empirical prc..-diction~a~ the ~tandard theory of quantum mechanics ~.jth
the collapse postulate, then one would have shown that the collapse
postulate was redundant, that the addition of a nonlinear, probabilistic
dynamics to Schrooinger's pure wave mcch:\nics was entirely unnecessary. The n1Casurementproblem would be nothing more than an unfortunate misunderstanding resulting from the addition of something to
quantum mechanics that it never needed. Everett said that "it remains a
matter of intellectual interest that the statistical assertions of the usual interpretation do not have the status of independent hypotheses, but are
deducible (in the present sense) from the pure wave mechanics, which
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results from their omission" (1973, I 19). This would indeed be a matter
of intellectual interest.
Having said how remarkable this would be, however. one probably
ought to be a little skeptical. Without the collapse postulate, quantum
mechanics entails that even macroscopic systems would generally be in
complicated superpositions of eigenstate.'\ of most observable.'\, and
whenever .'\ornething like thi.'\ happen.'\, the standard inlcrpretation of
state.'\tells us that the physical quantitie.'\corresponding to the observables
have no determinate values. Even household objcct~ would roulinely fail
to have determinate properties like position. My refrigerator would most
likely be in a superposition of being nol only in my kitchen, but in your
kitchen. one mile directly above the north pole. in the center of the sun,
orbiting a-Centauri, having never been constructed, and so forth, and thus
would not have anything even close to a determinate position. By most
accounts, this violates common sen.'\e.After all, I keep food in my refrigerator-I can' usually just walk into the kitchen, open it, and find
something to eat. What is worse, at least from a philosophical point of
view, is that if refrigerators failed to have definite positions. then so would
the pointers on measuring devices, and more generally, there would
typically be no determinate physical records (on paper. in RAM, on CD
ROM, in human brains, etc.) of an observer's measurementresults, which
on Everett's account of experience would presumably mean that there
would typically be no determinate experiences of the sort that we believe
there are. I would not have the determinate experience of seeing my refrigerator sitting peacefully in the kitchen; rather, everything, my
refrigerator and my brain and the ink on this page and your brain, would
typically be in a complicated, entangled superposition of mutually incompatible states.
Suppose that my refrigerator is actually in a superposition of being

hereand on a-Centauri,that its physicalstateis somethinglike
a Ion a-Centauri)R + fJ I in kitchen)R,

(3)

And supposethat I am initially in a ready-to-iook-for-the-refrigerator state
I r) J such that (i) if the refrigerator were in the kitchen, then I would see
it in the kitchen, I would record this fact, and I would report what I had

recordedand (ii) if the refrigeratorwere on a-Centauri,then I would not
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see il in the kitchen, ( would record this fact, and ( would report what (
had recorded. Given alllhis. when ( look for the refrigerator. ( would end
up in the entangled stale
a I don't seeit)} Ion a-Centauri)R + pi see it>t

in kitchen,> R'

(4

quantum-mechanical state ot my own.
Everett himself emphasized the difficulty of his task. He recognized
that taking the linear dynamics <Process2) as a complete and accurate description of the time-evolution of every physic.11 system without
exception meant that an object would typically be in a complicated superposition of most interesting observables.
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has the far reaching implication that for any possible mcasurement. for which
the initial system state is not an eigenstate. the resulting state of the
composite system leads to no definite system state nor any definite apparatus
state (J 973. 60).

Further
There d(!Cs not, In general, exist anYlhlng like a 1iingle slale for one sub1iY1itemof a composite 1iY1'tcm.Sub1iystemsdo n(11p<I~~C1iS
states thaI are Independent of the 1itatesof the remainder of the sy~tem, so Ihatthe 1iuhsystem
stales arc generally C(}"l'[lll~d with one another. One can arbitrarily choose
a ~tale for one subsystem. and he led to Ihe relative state for the remainder.
Thu~ wc are faced with a fundamcntal '('[(Il;\'il)' of slal('.\",which is implied
by thc formali1im of compositc ~ystems. It i~ meaningles~ to a~k the absolutc
statc of a subsystcm--<me can only ask thc state rclativc to a given statc of
the remainder of the subsystem (1957, 317 ).In
He then asked us to consider any measuring apparatus interacting

with

any object system
As a result of the interaction the stale of Ihe measuring apparalus is no longer
capable of independent definition. II can be defined only relative to the slale
of the object system. In other words. Ihere exists only a correlation between
the states of the two systems. It seems as if nothing can ever be settled by
such a measurement (1957. 318).

The puzzle in reading Everett is in trying to figure out why he thought
somethingcould be settledby sucha measurement.

IV
In order to show that pure wave mechanics makes the same predictions for the subjective experiences of observers as the standard theory of
quantum mechanics, Everett first considered an experiment that is essentially equivalent to looking for a refrigerator that is in a superposition of
being at different positions. Concerning the post-measurement state, one
like that described by (4) above, Everett said
There is no longer any independent~ystemslateor observerstate.although
the two have becomecorrelatedin a one-onemanner,However. in each
t'lemt'ntof the superposition,, , the object-sy~temstatcis a particularcigcnstateof the observalion.andfurtht'rmort the ohst'f\.'t'r-system
statedescribes
tht' ()bst'f\.'t'ra,f definitelyprr('e;\'ing that part;rular ,f)',fte",statt',This corre-
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jillion is what alluws one lO maintain the inlcl-prclalion thai a measuremenl
hilS hccn pcrf('rmcd (I ~57. 320).

Here we are supposed to see how the relativity of state~. the correlation
between the observer's state and the object sy~tem'~state. explains the experience of the observer: but it is not at all clear from what is said here
how the explanation goes. What doe~ the observer experience? More
s~citically, in a state like (4). do I see the refrigerator or not'? Do I both
~ee the refrigerator and not see it? Or do I somehow ~plit and one of me
~eesthe rcfrigerator and the other doe~ not?
In addition to recovering the standard the(lry's predictions for single
ml';t\UrentCnts. Everett also wanted to recovcr Ihe prcdiclions for repeat
mcasuremcnts. In the kitchen story. if I blinked and looked again. then I
would end up in a 'itate like
aldidn't

see it, don't see it)Jlon a-Centauri:iR +
pi !iaw it, see it)Jlin kitchen)R'

5)

"Thus... Evcrett concluded, "for every ~parate !Otateof the observer in the
final superposition the result of the observation wa!Orepeatable, even
though different for different states" (1957, 320). Right. but it is unclear
precisely how this fact is supposed to account for my experience.
Finally, Everett wanted to recover the standard stati!Oticalpredictions
of quantum mechanics. After considering repeating a measurement on a
~y~lem. he described what the linear dynamics would predict for an
infinite ~eries of identical measurementson identically prepared systems.
In short. one gel.. an increasingly complicated !Ouperpositionof mutually
incompatible sequences of re!Oults.where. a... Everett described it. .,A
typical element. . . of the final superposition describe!Oa state of affairs
wherein the observer has perceived an ospparentlyrandom !Oequenceof
definite results for the observations" ( 1957. 320). A typical element of the
superpo~ition, if one uses the right notion of "typical" here (a notion
where each element is weighted by the norm-squared of its coefficient in
the superposition), also describes an observer who got the same relative
frequencies of result~ that the standard formulation of quantum mechanics
predicts.
With no further argument or explanation, Everett concluded
It will thus appt'ar to the observer. as described by a typical element or the
!;uPCmo~iti()n.that each initial observation on a system caused the system to
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"jump" Inlo an eigen~tale in a random fa~hion and thereafler remain there for
subsequent measurements (In the ~amc ~ystem. Thc.-refore. . . Lhc probabilistic assertions of Pr()(;c~sI (lppl?ar to be valid to the obscrvcr described hy i1
typical element of lbe final superposition (1957, 320).

Therefore all predictions of the u!oualthctJrY wililas the numhcr of all tYpC'!i
of observations gtlCSto infinilY I appcar It 1 he valid 10 thc.'omervcr in almost
all oh!ierver staIC!i. !iince Ihe!ic predicllons hold for almo!il all memory
sequences(1973. 77)11

So
Wc havc now completed thc abstract trcatmcllt of ml'a~urcmcnt and ohscrvation. with the deduction thai thc Sialistical prcdil:tions of thc u~ual form of
quantum theOfy (Proccs§ I) will appear 10be valid to all observers. We have
thcrefore succeeded in placing our thcory in corrcsp..)ndcnce with cxperience. al lea.~1insofar as the ordinary thcory .:orrcctly rcpre~cnt~ experience
(1973. 8~).

We see, therefore. how thc classical ap(\Caran(;cof the macrl>scopic world to
us can be explained in the wavc theory (1973.90)

And finally
We haveshownthat our theory. . . can tic put in satisfactorycorrcspondcncc
with eKperiencc.We ~awthat the prohahllisticassertionsof the usual interpretation of quantum mechanicscan he dl'duct'd from this theory. . . a~
suhJcctiveappearancesto observers(where the ()bserversarc regardedas
ordinary physical systems)(1973. 109).
That's it. Filling in the details of the deduction was left as an exercise for
the reader.
How might this work on the bare reading? Suppose a kitchen
observer were in a state like (4). On the bare reading, there would be no
deten11inatephysical record that says that he "sees it" and no deten11inate
physical record that says that he "doesn't see it," When asked which particular result he got, he would give a superposition of two mutually
incompatible answers-his lips would be in a superposition of moving the
way they would if he were saying "I see it" and the way they would if he
were ~aying "I don't ~ee it," It i~ a property of 'iuch a ~tate. however. that
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he would report that he got a determinate result of either one or the other
of the two classically possible results-that either he seesthe refrigerator
or does not. If he were in the state I don't see it») I on a-Centauri)R' then
he would report that he eilher sees the refrigerator or does not; and if he
were in the state I see it») I in kitchen )R' lhen he would report that he either
seesthe refrigerator or does not; so by the linearity of lhe dynamics, even
Ihough he did not in fact determinately get either result on the ~tandard inlerpretatlon of stales, hi!i lip~ would be in an eigen~tale of moving in such
it way that hc .\ays "Yes, I either see il or I don'... if hc were III lhe stale
JcscnbeJ by (4). Bul again, on Ihe !ilandard interpretation of slate~, this
report would be false. On Everelt's physical account of experience, il
might be thoughl of as the resull of an illu.\ion: the observer might believe

(record) that he gol a determinateresult to his observation,that he eilher
saw the refrigerator or failed to see it, but he would neither determinately
believe (record) that he saw the refrigerator nor would he determinately
believe (record) thaI he failed to see the refrigerator; rather, he would be
in an enlangled superposition of Ihe two .~tales.
On hearing this stnry someone familiar with quanlum mechanics
might complain Ihat the Hermitian operalor that is ~upposedto represent
Ihe que!ition "f)(} you eilhcr see or nor see the refrigcralor'!" here is just
the identity operator and thus cannot possibly represent an interesting
que!ition.'l First,lhis is not quire righl: I havcn'llooked yel») I in kitchen)R'
for example, is nor an eigenvector of the operator. Second, and more
important, to worry aboul whether this ought to be thoughl of as an
id~nlily operator is to miss the point. That Ihe observer would report that
he eilher seesthe refrigerator or does not see il when in the superposition
described by (4) is simply a matter of the physical di.\"position.\"that he
~'ould IUlveas a good obsen'er given the linear dvnam;cs. Again, if he had
lhe disposition to report "p or Q" in the state I p») and to report "p or Q"
in Ihe stale IQ») (a property of a good observer), then by the linearity of
lhc dynamic~ he would have the disposition to report "p or Q" in the state
al p») + pi Q»).
Nol only i~ it in a property of slates like (4) that the observer would
report that he determinately got exactly one of the classically possible
results even though he did not in fact detem1inatcly get either, but if the
observer vcry carefully repeated the measurementand ended up in a state
like (5), then since each term describes a situation where he would report
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that

he got the same result for both observations,it follows from the

linearity of the dynamics that he would determinately report that he got
the same result for both observations. Given this he might incorrectly
conclude that there had been a nonlinear collapse of the state. On Everett's
account of experience, one might argue that it would appear to the
observer that the state of the object system had ill fact collap~ed to one of
the two eigenstatesof the observable being measured, when all that had in
fact happened was that his measurement records h.td h.:come perfe~lly
correlated with the physical property being measured, which was not Jetemlinate.
As for the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics, one can
show that if a series of identical measurementswere performed on identically prepared systems, then the observer and the object systems would
approach an eigenstate of the observer reporting that his result~ were
randomly distributed with the relative frequencies predicted by the
standard theory. I:! Consequently, on Everett's account of experience, one
might argue that if an observer were to begin in an eigen~tate of being
ready to perform an infinite number of identical measurementson identically prepared systems, then (i) it would appear to him that he got a
determinate, repeatable result for each measurement and (ii) in the limit
he would approach a state where it would appear to him that his results
were randomly distributed just as the standard theory predict~ that they
would be.
Does this mean that the bare theory entails the same empirical predictions as the standard theory of quantum mechanics? Considt:r a case
where one determinately records that P or Q occurred but does not determinately record that P occurred and does not determinately record that Q
occurred. One might call this a disjunctive rec(lrd (or on Everett's account
of experience. a disjuncti\'e experience). A proponent of the bare reading
of Everett counts on a disjunctive record and an ordinary record corresponding to one of the disjuncts being subjectively indistinguishable so
that one can claim that one ha.'i deduced the subjective experiences
predicted by the standard theory. Such records are indeed subjectively indistinguishable in the sense that in both cases an observer would report
that he got a determinate result, but a proponent of the bare reading needs
to argue that subjective indistinguishability in this senseis enough for the
records (or experiences) to count as the same in the sensethat we are, or
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ought to be, interested in when we con~ider the empirical predictions of a
theory .
So does the bare theory entail the same empirical predictions as the
~tandard theory of quantum mechanics? The most plausible answer, I
believe, i~ No. If one assumes that the state of an observer's physical
rcl:ord of an experience fully detennines the observer's subjective experience, thcn the ~Iandard theory and the bare theory typically predict
different subjective experiences since they typically predict diff~rent po~tmeasurement states for an observer's records. The standard theory tells us
that a good observer would record an ordinary detenninate result for the
measurl'ment, but the bare theory tells us that while he might report that
he had ret:orded an ordinary determinate result, there would in fact be no
such record. Indeed, according to the bare theory, an observer's records
would typically not have pure states of their own nor would the observer
typil:ally even be in an eigenstate of existing as a sentient being, which on
the ~tandard interpretation of states presumably means that there would
fail to be any detenninate experience (see Albert 1992, 124-25).
One might try weakening the relationship between an observer's subjcctlve experience and the state of the observer's (?hysical record of the
expenent:e ~o that the record state 1/.J2(I p)J + I Q)J}-call this *-and
the recordstate I p) J correspond to the same experient:e, but this does not
work. If * corresponds to the same subjective experience as I p)J' then
by symmetry * also corresponds to the same experience as I Q)J' which
presumahly means that the record I p) J correspond~ 10 the same experience as the record I Q) J' which is a serious problcm--this would mean
Ihat an ob~erver would have the same subjective experience if he were in
an eigenst.tte of recording that he seesthe refrigerator as he would have if
he were in an eigenstate of recording that he does not see the refrigerator!
One might avoid this conclusion by stipulating that * only
sometimes corresponds to the same subjective experience as I p)Jo But if
* only sometimes corresponds to the same subjective experience as I p)J'
then an observer's experience would not be detennined by the quantummechanical state alone since knowing that * was the state would not tell
us what the observer's subjective experience was. One might add a new
parameter to the theory that would detennine the observer's subjective
experience (something like the particle positions in Bohm's theory, for
example), but this would require one to sacrifice Everett's claim that pure
wave mechanics was complete.
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There are other problems with the bare reading, but the most serious,
at least in the context of searchingfor a sati~tactoryinterpretation of Everett.
is the difficulty in deducing the same empirical predictions from the hare
theory as made by the standard theory.

v
On the splitting-worlds reading there is a determinate matter of fact
concerning which result a particular observer recorded for a measurement.
This is because an observer's world typically splits on measurement into
many worlds each inhabited by a different observer and each described by
a different tenn in the post-mea.'iurementstate written in the preferred
basis, which is stipulated to be such that each observer in each world has
a detenninate record of his measurement result.
It is the ontology that does the real work on this reading. Once one
buys into the existence of many post-measurement worlds each containing a slightly different copy of the pre-measurement world, it is easy to
explain why every observer gets a detenninate measurementresult-there
are many post-measurementobservers, and each has a detenninate record.
In the refrigerator story. with an appropriate choice of a preferred ba~is,
there would be two of me after my fi~t measurement.One would see the
refrigerator because it is right there in front (Jj.his eye.\"and the other
would not see it becau.~eit i.f on a-Centallri and he Cann(1t.fee that far. It
is also easy to explain why each observer would get the same result when
he repeats my initial measurement. When the first me blinks and looks
again. he still seesthe refrigerator. Why? Becausein his ~'(1rld the refrigerator is still in his kitchen. When the second me blinks and looks again.
he still seesno refrigerator. Why? Becausein his ~'orld the refrigerator is
still on a-Centauri. There is nothing subtle here-both observers get detenninate results to their measurements just as the standard theory
predicts. and the explanation is perfectly straightforward-after the first
measurement, there would be two observers living in ontologically
distinct worlds. each with a complete (though mutually incompatible) set
of determinate records of pa.~tmeasurementresults.
Explaining why our experimental results exhibit the usual quantum
statisticson the splitting-worlds reading is more difficult. Since it is generally

thecasethat mostelementsin the superpo~ition
after n measurements
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would nv( exhibil the relative frequenciespredicled by the standard
theory. we needsomeother way of interpretingEverettwhen he said that
an observer in a l)'p;cal element would get the same statistical results
predicted by Ihe standardtheory with the collapse dynamics.'4 If one
randomlychosean elementin the superpositionusing the measuredelermined hy the squaresof the coefficientson each tenn, then one ~'ould
typically choose an element that describesan observer's mea.surement
results as being randomly distributed with the relative frequencies
predictedhy the standardtheory.But exactly how is this fact supposedto
help us explain why our experimentalresultsexhibit the usual quantum
. . ?
statIstICS.

The problem here hasto do with the interpretationof probability in
the theory. One might supposethat it would be necessary10distinguish
betweenpossiblemeasurementresultsand actual measurementresultsin
order to sensiblydiscussthe probability of someresult. but accordingto
Everetl. all possiblemeasurement
resultsare actual.
111cwhole issue of the transition from "possihle" to "actual" is takcn care of
in the thcory in a very simple way-there i~ no such tran~iti()n, nor is such a
transition ncccs~ary for the theory to be in accord with our e~perience. From
the viewpoint of the theory all elements of a superposition (all "branches")
are "actual," none any more "real" than the re~t (1957, 320 footnote).

For its part. the splitting-worlds reading is thoroughly deterministic. and
it tells us that every possible measurementresult is actual in some world.
But if we know that every possible measurement outcome is in fact
realized. then how do we interpret the probabilities associated with the
various outcomes? One might want to say that only one of these equally
real worlds would be tM w()rld ~'here I ~'ould find myself and then
interpret the norm-squared of the coefficient on a term as the probability
(hat the term correctly describes that world. If there really were a world
described by every term in the superposition. however. (hen (here would
typically be many post-measurement copies of me inhabiting different
worlds. and it is consequently difficult to see how one of these would
acquire the special status of being the ~'orld ~..hereI would find myself. 15
The fact that the splitting-world reading requires a preferred basis
also leads to a well-known problem. One would want the physically
preferredbasisto be suchthat every observerin every world would end
up with a detenT1inaterecord of his past experience. Which basis would
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do this, however, depends on how our most immediate records of past experiences are actually recorded, which depends on the actual physiology
and practice of observers. But presumably there would be a physical
matter of tact about which basis was the preferred one. So why should one
suppose that this ba.~iswould be one that would give every sentient being
determinate records of his pa.~texperience? It has been argued that the
preferred basis problem can be solved, or at least made less worrisome, by

consideringdccoherenceeffects, though it is, , believe,still unclearexactly how this would work.16
Another problem with the splitting-worlds reading is that it is
difficult to see how one could claim that the linear dynamics correctly
describes the time-evolution of every sy~tem and that there is more than
one post-measurement world. Consider an observable A of the composite
system J + R that has (4) a...an eigenstate with eigenvalue + I and any state
orthogonal to (4) as an eigenstate with eigenvalue -I. How would an Ameasurementof J + R turn out if the composite sy~tem were in fact in the
state described by (4)? If the linear dynamic~ were right, then one would
"'ith certainty get the result + I. But we are supposedto explain why each
ob!Oervergot a determinate result on thc splitting-worlds reading by
appealing to the fact that they live in different worlds, each with determinate records; and if the worlds were in fact different, if (4) representedtwo
ontologically distinct worlds described by its two terms, then the probability of getting the result + I would presumably be 1/2 in either world
(since the state of a world must determine, insofar as they are determined,
all events in that world-this i~ presumably just part of what it means to
be a world). So here's the dilemma: if the po~t-mea...urementworlds were
really separate "'or/d.\' then one could explain why an observer would get
determinate measurement results; but if the linear dynamics is taken to be
a complete and accurate description of the time-evolution of states, as
Everett wanted, then it is difficult to see how they could be.11

VI
Everett sometimesinsistedthat therewasonly one physicalobserver
after a measurement. In one of his most dct.liled explanations of his metaphysical commitments

he said

At this point we encounter a language difficulty. Whereas before the observation we had a ~ingle ohserver ~Iate afterwards there were a numt1er of
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different states for the observer. all l'lCcurring in a superposluon Ea~h of
thc~e separate states is a stale for an ohserver. ~Othat we can ~peak of the
different ohscrvers descrihed by the different ~Iates. On the other hand. the
~ame pI\ysical system is involved. and from lhis \'Iewpoint It is the .{amtohserver. which IS In different states for different clements of the SUperpO~Ition (ie.. has had different experiences in the separate elements of the
superposition). In this situation we shall use the singular when we wish 10
emphasi7e that a single physical system is involvcd. and the plural when we
wl~h to empha.'iize the different experiences for tile separatc clements of the
~upcrposltiun (1973.68).

So whilt: Everett claimed that there wa.~only one phy!'ical observer at the
end of the lneasurement, he al~o claimed that this observer had different
experiences in different elements of the superpo!'ition. Does this mean
that there is one phy~ical observer with many mutually incompatible e~perienl'e~? One physical observer who both ~ees and does not see the
refrigerator') How is this possible?
E"erett said tholt "the di!'Continuous 'jump' into an elgen~tate is . . .
only osrelative proposition, dependent upon our del:ompo~ition of the total
wave function into the superposition, and relative to ospanicular chosen
apparat\l~ value" (1973, 59-60). But how could an e~planation of an
clct'4C4/
t'~'ent,the e~perience of a real observer, depend on a choice of how
to write the total wave function and a choice of a panicular apparatus
value from among the tern1Sin the e~pression of the state when both of
the~e seem to be arbitrary matters of convention'?
Saunders has proposed understanding phy~il:al facts as relation!' in
Everett.IMThi~ reading I:,\pturc~ some of what Everett ~id concerning relative ,tates that is difficult to make ~n!'e of on other readings. In order to
di~tinguish his relative-fact reading from the ~plitting-worlds reading,
Saunders argue!' that "what is involved in thc Everett procedure [for determining relative state!') is poorly made out in tern1~of the notion of a
set-theoretic collection of worlds" (1995. 236). Rather. the point of
Evcrett's talk of relative states i~ that facts art' relation~--a fact concerning a physical system is typically only a fact relative to a specification of
the state of every system with which it has interacted. Where is the Eiffel
Tower? It does not have a determinate position itself; rather. it ha.~a detern1inate position only relative to a specification of the state of all other

systemsthat are somehowcorrelatedwith its position. Relative to Newt
Gingrich being Speakerof the U.S. Houseof Representatives.
etc. the
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Eiffel Tower is in Paris. But relative to Gingrich being the Prc~ident of the
United States, etc. the Eiffel Tower may be ncxt to th~ Washington
Monument. So is Gingrich President or not? Just as the location of the
Eiffel Tower is a relative fact, who is the President of the United States is
a relative fact: relative to the Eiffe.JTower being in Paris, Gingrich may
not be President; but relative to it being in Washington D.C.. he may ~.
One might object that the Eiffel Tower is in fact in Paris and that
Gingrich is in fact not the President of the United States. But again. on thi~
reading of Everett. facts are relative. One cannot say that the Eiffel Tower
is in Paris. One cannot even say that one rcmembers ~eing it in Paris.
Given the current quantum-mechanici11state. it might ~ truc that the
Eiffel Tower is in Paris relative to my ren\embering seeing it there,

Gingrich being Speakerof the House.etc. But it might also be true that
the Eiffel Tower is in Washington D.C. relative to my remembering not
seeing it in Paris, Gingrich being President, etc.
There are many things that might be said concerning the relative-fact
reading of Everett, but there are two particularly straightforward things to
say. First, if one believes that there are absolute matters of fact concerning the location of the Eiffel Tower, who is th~ Prc~ident of the United
States, whether one has a refrigerator in the kitchen. etc. then the relativefact reading is unacceptable as a formulation of quantum mechanics.
Second. concerning its adequacy as a reading of Everett, it apparently
violates his goal of deducing the empirical predictions of the standard
theory. The standard formulation of quantum mechanic~tells us that there
are simple facts concerning what an ob~erver recorded (or experienced)
and that these facts are fully determined by the CUfTentquantum-mechanical state. The relative-fact reading. however. does not account for an
observer's detenninate records (or experience); rdther, it tells us that there
are no simple facts concerning what the observer recorded (or experienced), only relative facts. On Everett's account of experience then the
relative-fact reading fails to make the same predictions for an observer's
subjective experiences as the standard fonnulation of quantum mechanics
makes. This is not to say that a relative-fact or son\e other ~trongly perspectival formulation of quantum mechanics is necessarily unacceptable;
one might ultimately be willing to make the sacrifices required to embrace
such a fonnulation, but such a fonnulation would be, I believe, inconsistent with Everett's straightforward claim that pure wave mechanics makes
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(he same predic(ions for (he subjec(ive experiences of ob!ierve~ a!i the
~tandard theory.
Another way to make !iense of Evere(t's claim (hat there is ju~t one
ob!ierver with different experience~ for each separate element in the ~uperpo~ition is described by Albert and Loewer (1988). They adopt the
plauslble-~ounding maxim that observers typically have \imple, determinate experiences, and they are led to the conclusion that Everett requires
there to be many con~ious mind~ a~sociatedwith ea~h physical observer.
On their many-minds fonnulation of quantum me~hanics. there is a continuou~ infinity of mind~ a...sociatedwith every physical observer, and
each of (he~ minds has a mental state detennined by a term in the
observer'~ phY!iical state when written in what might be called hi!i determinate-belief basis. This formulation makes senseof Everett'~ claim that
there is ju~t one phy~ical observer with many mutually incompatible experien~es. and like the relative-fact reading. it also fits well with other
claim~ that he makes concerning hi~ folmulation of quantum mechanic~.
While It avoids many of the problem~ encountered by other reading~ of
Everett, it i~ also easy to see why one might find the many-mind~ theory
(0 be an unpleasant alternative.,q

VIII
The failure of the bareand ~plitting-worldsreading~and someof the
problemsencounteredmore recently illustrate the difficulty in finding an
entirely satisfactoryreconstructionof Everett'sprojc't. Everett wa~right
to worry about von Neumann'sfonnulation of quantummechanics-we
do not want a theory that has mathematicallyincompatibledynamical
law~ and no clear prescription for when each obtains. And Everett's
proposalto take the linear dynamicsas always correctly describing the
time-evolutionof the usualquantum-mechanical
stateseemsparticularly
natural.The problem is that it is difficult to recapturethe standardempirical predictionsof quantummechanics.One re~ponsewould be to give
up our basic intuitions concerningthe natureof physical facts or what it
mean~for a theory to be empirically adequate.Anotherresponse,perhaps
moreconservative,would be to give up the closerelationshipbetweenan
observer'sexperienceand the quantum-mechanical
stateof the observer's
records.thento adda parameterto theusual-statedescriptionthat typically
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make~exactly one mea~urementrc..ult an absolute matter of fact and tell~
us what it was. Such an additIon, howcver. would be incompatible wilh
Everett's claim that pure wave mechanics wa...complete.:!o
Jeffrl'Y A. Barrel
Univer"oity tl/ Ca/ifiJrnia
at Irvine

NOTES
I. The first was his 1957 paper, and the second was the longer work published In the
DeWitl and Graham anthology In 197,1 Many nf the most imfX'rtanl passagesare word for
word the same in the Iwn works, but Evereu (197.\) prnvide~ more details, The references
10 Everett (1957) are to page numl\ers in the Whccler and 7.urek anthl)lngy sioce this is
perhaps the most popular source for this pa~r nl)w. The refcrence~ In Everett (IQ73) are
10 the DeWitl anl1Graham anthology.
2. More specifically, the probabillly PRof a system In the stale represented by the
vector I,,) jumping Into the eigenstate represented hy the Veclllr '-ni IS ~i"en hy the
norm-squared of the inner pr()(jul'l of Ihe Iwn vectl)rs 1<IY '-n> I 2, Taking I \ IYIfn) I 2 as
the probability of getting the mca.\uremcnt result cllfre~pt)nc.Jmg10 the slate I 'n) when the
state of one's ohJect system i~ initially I.,) is snmellmcs called "Rom'~ rule"
3, Fnr the sake of simpllcllY, I will cllnsider I)nly pure ~Iales In Ihl~ paper.
4. These are not possihle worlds In one of the standard philosophical senses; rather,
each of these worlds is su~scd to he equally actual and prllduced hy events in the world
that ~plils.
5. There are other many-worlds interpretations Tipler, for an example of the range of
many-worlds Interpretations out there, claIms thai most skeptics "have a mistaken idea of
what the (many-worlds interpretation) really mean~." The prohlem, he says. is that "many
presentations of the (many-worlds interpretation) have made it appear more counter.
intuitive than it really is," One example of thi\ is when it is claimed that the entire universe
is split by a measurement, According 10 Tipler, "this is not true. Only Ihc observed/ob-

serversystemsplIts; only that restrictedportion of the universeactedon by the ~urement operator M splits." Apparenlly, lipler takes this splilling vcr)' sennusly; he argues
that it cannot go on forever "since the informatIon stored in human beings is finite, the set
of all possible rneasurements can split a human helng Into only a fimtc number of pieces."
1ipler goes on to estimate that a human being can only be spilt into ahout "2 raised to the
1026power" pieces mpler 1984,204-206) I must admit, however, thai I don't really un.
derstand this.
6. We will see later that if Everett took the linear dynamics to he universally true and
If he meantto say herethat the existenceof other branchescan makent) empirical difference, then he was simply wrong.
7, Wheeler ~ms to have supported some version of the splilling-worlds reading of
Everett until his 1977 paper titled "Include the Observer in the Wave Function?" Tipler
reports that "in a private conversation, John Wheeler told me that the main reason for his
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(urr~nl r~Jeclion of what was onc~called the 'Everell-Whcelerlheory', washis distastefor
lhe large onloll)gy II definil~ly impllcs" mpl~r 19M, 2071.
M A\ wa~ Ihe (a~c with Ihe splillini-world~ reading, Iherc are several mutually incomp;ltlblc readings of Everett that are descri~d as one-world interpretations. For
e~ample, II~aley refers to his Interactive Inlerpr~talion as a onc-wmd readIng of Everett
(1989,2111and Gell-Mann and Hartle lake their many-hl\tone~formulation 10be a oneworld reading of Everett (19'X>, 4551.
9. Given Ihat he could have used aImosl any macroscopic ohJect, that Everett chose a
(dnrnmhall a!l his example of an ohjeclthal ~'ould not have a determInate position may go
some way In ~~plaJning h()w he ended up w('ft.lng at the Pentag(m's Institute f()f Defense
Analysl\ I lake the correct Inlerprclalion of my cx.amplcof a macro\~'opl~'
ohJect10 he
I-nVIOUS

10 I r~moved the Italics from this quotation to make It ea.\icr to read. Given that Everett
referred tn his verSI()n of 4uantum mechanics as the relatIve-stale formulation, one might
e~~l.t that (Inc woold understand hIs formulation when one u~rstands what he means
by the r~latlvity of ~tates.Hut this IS precisely where one runs Into the most sern)us
prohl~m\ In int~rprellngEv~rell. Whll~ it is ~rfectly clear frl)m Everett'sexposItionwhat
relatllle ~tates are, II IS unclear what role lhey are meant to play In his formulation ()f
4uanlum mechanics.Indeed, when Everell inlr<>duce~
his notion of relatille state here
(1957, 317-.\IK), the first thing he U\CSit for IS t(1 ex.pialn why one ml~ht helleVe that a
IYPlcal measur~rnent woold In fact fnilto YIelda physicalstate~'ompatlhlcwith our e~penence
II Talcn lIterally, what Everett said here l!ofalse, S()for "almost all" rc;ld "tYPICal" in
Ihe sen~~de!ll'nhed above.
12 Fr)r su.:h an obJ~I..t")n see WelnSleln (19961
13. ~re I~ a long tradItion of such arguments.For an early ~~ampleseeHartle (I'HIRI.
and for a m()re recent one SC'eBarr~lt (1994). SC'eFarhi, (rt)ld~tone, and Gutmann (19H91
lor a partl.:ularlygood acc()Untof the relative-frcqucn..'yresult.
14 This IS the prrJblem mentioned earlier. Graham (1972, 232-236) thought that
Ev~rett ought 10 have meant most Graham's idea was to make w~)rlds split so that th~
numt'rical pn'porf"'" of worlds with somepropertywould alwayshe c-qualto the sum of
Ihe nornl'~quared of the c(lCffil.'lent~ on those term~ de\.:nhing world~ wllh that prop<.'rty
All this would do, ht)wever, 15repla.:e the n<\rm-squared
mea~ureon w()rlu~by . counting
measure, whl.:h docs IllIle to help us e~plaln why our expenmental results e~hlhlt the usual

4uantumslatistll.'~
I ~ This pu/.Lle has a lon~ tradition. It is recently dl~cusscJ In Albert and Loewer
(1988) SC'eSaunders (19951 for a recent attempt to make ~nsc of probabilIty In Everett.
16 See Rutterfield ( 19951 and Saunder~ (I99S 1 for recentJiscussion~of decoberence
and the prefl:rrcd ba~ls prl-nlem
17. SC'eAlhert and Barrett (19951 for a more detaIled diSCUSSion
of this prohlem. Also
see Clifton (1996) for a nice e~aminatlon of possIble many-world~ responses.
18. Thl~ proposalI~ sImilar to others, hut it <JlffersIn the type of relativityof facts
proposed.Putnam, for ex.ample, hcld that facl~ are relalive to the ~pecification of an
observer (or more specifically, relative to the specification of a yon Neumann .:utl. He held
that "when we chor.)~to measurethe 'mortality condition' of (Schroolnger's]cat (aliI'" or
d"ad), we ch()()~eto Institutea frame "~ti,'" to ,,'hich the calMS a dclcrminatc property
of looelngalive or a determinateproperty of being dead and tht' m,as"rt'mt'nt finds oul
,,'hrch, we are, so to speak, 'r~alists' about tht' prop'rlr ,,', mt'as,,"; but we are not
committed to realism abool properties incr)/npatibl, with the ones we measure Relative to
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,his ob~erver,h,.s,. pr()pt:rtlc~ are 'rea!' tic., Ihcre 10 tie dl~cl)vered I; but relative II) a
different ohserver different properties would tie 'real' There is tKI 'abS()lule' point of
view" (1981. 209). Pulnam cKplained that there were no physical jumps; but rather. sul'h
talk is ()Ply an "expression of the relatIvity of truth to the ohscrver" 12091,
19. See BalTCtt (I~S) for a dISCUSSH)P
nf some of it5 virtues and fKoblems.

20. , would like to thankO. Albert,j, Buttcrfield,M Hemmo,and B Loewerfor
comment~
on anearlierversionof thispaper.
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